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T H E  N C A R / N S F  W B - 5 7 F :  

O V E R V I E W  A N D  S U M M A R Y  O F  C A P A B I L I T I E S

( P R E L I M I N A R Y )

The purpose o f  this B u lle tin  is to acquaint prospective users w ith  the planned capabilities o f  the 
N C A R /N S F W B-57F aircraft (Ta il Number N 357AR ). The W B-57F is a stratospheric research a ircra ft 
and w ou ld  bring  a very im portant and essentially unique capability to sample the upper region o f  the 
troposphere and w e ll into the low er stratosphere. This a ircra ft should be able to address three critica l 
research areas fo r the US G lobal Change Research Program, such as the cirrus cloud properties and 
radiative effects, tropospheric/stratospheric exchanges o f  water vapor and ozone, and the spatial 
d is tribution  and properties o f  tropospheric and stratospheric aerosols and chemicals.

Figure 1 -T he  W B-57F aircraft

N C A R /N S F recently acquired, through a government transfer from  N A S A , the W B-57F aircraft 
(previously owned by the USAF). A fte r required maintenance, avionics upgrades, corrosion control, and 
painting, the a ircra ft was delivered to Jeffco during the summer o f  1994. The m od ifica tion  fo r 
instrum entation fo r its standard configuration was completed in  FY96. M ore details w il l  fo llo w  in 
updated B ulle tins as the new capabilities are completed and become available to the user com m unity.

The performance figures fo r the N C AR /N SF W B-57F aircraft are summarized in  Table 1. These figures 
w il l  be updated as R A F gains more experience w ith  this a ircraft and w ith  its performance. In  Research  
Aviation Facility Bulletin No. 5, detailed in form ation is presented fo r scientists to outline realistic 
research flig h t plans and to fam ilia rize investigators w ith  the f le x ib ility  and lim ita tions o f  this aircraft.



However, use o f  this unique aircraft w il l  require early interactions w ith  the W B-57F experts at RAF 
p rio r to fo rm ula ting  plans fo r using this aircraft. This is necessary to satisfy the unique operational 
requirements o f  this aircraft.

Introduction

The W B-57F, b u ilt by General Dynamics, is an all-m etal, m idw ing, two-engine a ircra ft w ith  retractable 
tricyc le  landing gear. The p rim ary source o f  the thrust fo r the a ircraft is tw o TF33 turbofan engines 
mounted in  the wings. In  addition, two J60 turbojet engines mounted under the w ings provide thrust 
augmentation fo r h igh-a ltitude operations. These are norm ally air-started after take o ff. The approximate 
dimensions o f  the a ircraft are: length: 68.3 ft, wingspan: 123 ft, w ing  area: 2,000 sq ft, and vertica l 
stabilizer: 21 ft. The fuselage contains separate tandem stations fo r a p ilo t and fo r a qua lified  m ission 
specialist. This extra crew person provides dedicated mission and instrument support. Figure 2 shows 
three views o f  the basic W B-57F aircraft.



Figure 2—Three views o f  the W B-57F aircraft

Aircraft Modifications
This a ircra ft was extensively m odified by N A S A  to be a m ultip le-user/user-friend ly p la tform . The most 
im portant o f  these m odifications was the installation o f  a payload pallet system that substitutes fo r the 
standard fuselage understructure between the wings. The payload area size o f  the Universal Pallet 
System (UPS) and typ ical pallet complement is shown in  Figure 3. This area creates fou r independent, 
p rim a rily  downward v iew ing  instrument pallets. Options are provided fo r upward v iew ing  and fo r a ir 
sampling. Independent pressurization and a ir condition ing can also be provided to these units. The UPS 
concept was developed w ith  the aim o f  p rov id ing  pallet instrumentation at the user’ s ins titu tion  and to 
s im p lify  the project preparation phase. The nose section is also easily removed and alternate types o f  
noses are available fo r custom application. Hard points under each w ing  (outboard from  the engines) are 
available to mount pylons fo r various probe mounts.



M ost o f  the pallets and support equipment w il l  accompany the aircraft to N C AR . These extensive 
m odifications w il l  substantially reduce the cost and w il l  expedite placing the aircraft in to service at 
N C A R . This design concept w il l  a llow  university-based investigators to design and mount instrument 
packages at the ir home institution.

Tab le  1 i

D E S C R IP T IO N  O F N C A R /N S F ’ S W B -57F  A IR C R A F T  (N 357A R )

Length 68.3 ft

Height 20.5 ft

W ingspan 122.5 ft

D im ensions Tailspan 27.5 ft

W ing Area 2,000 sq ft

M in im um  vertical w ing tip  clearance
14 inches 

above ground

Em pty weight 38,000 lb

W eights
M axim um  ramp weight 63,000 lb

M axim um  payload 4,000 lb

M axim um  fuel 23,000 lb ;

Max service ce iling 68,000 ft.

Norm al cruise
420 kts j 

@ .74 Mach

C lim b w ith  fu ll fuel and gross weight from to 58,000 ft altitude 50 m in
P erfo rm ance sea-level to 62,000 ft altitude 70 m in

Range (m axim um ) 2,800 nmi

Endurance 7.0 hr

Cross w ind  lim its  (takeoff) 20 k t

E le c tr ic a l pow er
80 k V A  @ 115/220V 60Hz

600A @ 28V  d.c.

Base Denver International A irpo rt, CO, U S A  (D E N )



Figure 3—Payload area size of the UPS and typical pallet complement
Operations

The NCAR/NSF WB-57F aircraft will bring highly complementary capabilities into the national geosciences fleet. This aircraft not only will complement the NASA ER-2 by providing a greater payload, safe access to somewhat more turbulent high-altitude regimes, night time operations, and twin-engine over-water safety, but it will also furnish a very important and essentially unique capability currently not available for studying stratospheric/tropospheric exchange processes and upper tropospheric phenomena.
This aircraft demonstrates remarkable flexibility in that it can operate in the stratosphere, troposphere and if necessary in the boundary layer. The most efficient operations can be expected at higher altitudes, while endurance will be sharply reduced due to high fuel consumption at low altitudes. Flown at high altitudes a 7-hour endurance will cover 2,800 nmi distance. Flight patterns that require multiple climbs and descents can be accommodated; however, these patterns will reduce the endurance due to higher fuel consumption.



Flight profiles up to 50,000 ft. altitude will simplify the operations as no pressure suit support is required. This eases both the logistical and budgetary issues. Operations of this aircraft above 50,000 ft will require full pressure suits for the crew. These are available as are the appropriate training facilities for suits, through the USAF. RAF is planning to use this support from Edwards Air Force Base.
While this aircraft is able to perform a wide range of mission profiles, the WB-57F still has significant limitations as to its ability to fly in turbulent air. While the aircraft is able to tolerate turbulence more safely than the ER-2, it is still a phenomenon that needs to be avoided. Consequently, missions that require convective cloud penetrations should not be planned. Box patterns around convective cells and flights over the top can be safely flown, provided the distance from the cell is adequate to insure the aircraft can avoid exposure to the turbulence associated with convective activity. It should also be noted that the aircraft currently has no weather radar, which further complicates flights in the vicinity of convective weather events, but that this instrument addition has a high priority. Flights under convective formations should not be planned because of the potential for shear and turbulence. Cirrus formation downstream of anvils should pose few problems as long as adequate distances from the cell can be maintained.
Another area of investigation that is not suited for the aircraft is icing studies. High altitude cirrus is not a problem; however sustained flight in icing conditions at the lower levels cannot be safely accomplished, as the aircraft has no anti-ice or deice protection for the wings. Climbs and descents through non-convective clouds that minimize exposure to icing can be safely flown.
Airfield selection for operating the aircraft is an extremely important aspect for planning a research project. The 123 ft. wingspan and low vertical tip-to-ground clearance (14 in) can impact operations because of the necessity of clearing runway and taxiway lighting and associated airport signage. Hangar facilities are a requirement and their availability can also be an issue because of the large wingspan. More frequent use of military facilities can be anticipated as they are more likely to have the longer and wider runway/taxiway facilities, and ground support items should also be more readily available. Servicing requirements of the aircraft include jet fuel, breathable liquid oxygen, ground electrical power and a pneumatic-driven jet starting unit required for engine starting. While RAF fully intends to operate this aircraft worldwide, site location becomes more important that is the case with NCAR/NSF’s other aircraft. Early involvement of RAF personnel in all phases of project planning will greatly enhance the chances of a successful project and will allow to maximize the aircraft potential as a unique research platform.
Measurement Systems

The following discussion describes the planned geosciences instrumentation for the WB-57F aircraft.
• Aircraft position will be available from an Inertial Navigation System (INS), a Global Navigation System (GPS), and a VLF/Omega System.
• The aircraft attitude (pitch, roll, and heading) and the horizontal and vertical components of aircraft velocity will be available from the inertial navigation system.
• Angles of attack and sideslip will be measured by a differential pressure flow angle sensor consisting of an array of five pressure holes in the nose radome. (For details of this technique, see Brown, et al., Ref. 1.)



• Altimetry—High resolution vertical GPS height will be available to determine geometric aircraft height above the surface.
• Measurement of mean and fluctuating components of the wind (u, v, w and u’, v’, w’) will be available with a resolution sufficient for calculating turbulent fluxes up to 10 Hz equivalent wavelength.
• Atmospheric State Parameters will include ambient temperature, pressure, dew point, and water-vapor fluctuations.
• Radiation Measurements—Radiometric airborne measurements of hemispheric radiation (visible, infrared, and ultraviolet), both in an up- and down-looking mode; radiometric surface, sky, or cloud-temperature measurements; and a Multi-channel Scanning Spectral Radiometer and Imaging Microwave Radiometer will be available.
• Cloud Physics—Extensive instrumentation is available to measure aerosol, cloud droplet, and precipitation size spectra and measurements of cloud liquid water content and icing rate. Cloud droplet and precipitation spectra can be obtained from Particle Measuring System’s (PMS) or SPEC, Inc., probes either as a ID or 2D gray-scale probe. Initially the WB-57F will fly four different PMS probes. Additional probe-carrying capabilities may be available later on.
• Air Chemistry Measurements—A variety of chemical species can be measured on the aircraft. Instruments for routine sampling of condensation nuclei (CN) and 03 (1 Hz) are available. Measurements of other chemical species can be available through special arrangements with RAF.
• Documentation of the Weather Situation—Color video cameras are available on the aircraft with side- and down-looking modes to record weather conditions for post mission analysis.
• Dropwindsonde system based on the use of GPS navigation is being planned. Deployment of these sondes from high altitude will be an important research tool and capability. Use of this facility may be available once the development is completed through special arrangements with the ATD Surface and Sounding Systems Facility.
• Remote mapping of atmospheric aerosols will be available from an Aerosol Lidar.
• Electric Field—Electric field strength measurements will be made by electric field mills.
• Weather Avoidance Radar-The use of a weather avoidance radar similar to the Collins WXR-700C Doppler radar is planned. This radar will aid the pilot in navigating safely around storm tops by providing reflectivity/turbulence display.

Data Sampling and Recording

A second-generation Aircraft Data System (ADS-2) will be employed using a distributed-sampling approach. One or two Data System Modules (DSM) will be located at strategic points in the aircraft and will communicate with each other and with display computers through a single-cable computer network.
Analog and digital inputs from the instrumentation will be sampled, recorded, and displayed by a Sun



SPARC-10 computer-controlled data system. The data will be recorded on Exabyte (Model EXB-8505) 8mm tape cartridges (currently with 4.0 Gb capacity). Two drives will be used for redundancy. Sampling rates available for all measurements will be 5, 25, 250 and IK sps (higher for special requirements). All channels will be simultaneously sampled and digitized at 10K sps. Each analog channel will include a single-pole, 5 KHz, anti-alias filter. The sampled data will be decimated with FIR (finite impulse response) digital filters. Each DSM will be able to sample up to 64 analog channels plus blocks from various serial devices, such as navigation systems, PMS 1-D and 2-D probes.
Real-Time Data Display (WINDS)

Real-time data display is through the WINDS (WINdow Display System) software system. The system displays aircraft data in either real-time or post-processing mode. This interactive display system includes a variety of x-y plots, (e.g., time series, skew-t log-p, sounding, and track), fixed and scrolling alphanumeric lists, lD-probe histograms and 2D probe images. Displays can be printed in color with an on-board PostScript color printer. (See details of the WINDS system by Horton, 1994, Ref. 2.) Video cameras mounted in the cockpit and on the side of the aircraft can be viewed in post-processing.
Data Processing and Documentation

Extensive documentation is provided to the users following each project.
Data tapes generated during flights are processed and quality controlled by the RAF WB-57F Support Group to produce output files containing data (in engineering units) from measured and derived variables. The standard RAF data set consists of 1 sample-per-second (sps), averaged data from all measured variables. (See Research Aviation Facility Bulletin No. 9.) After the standard data processing is completed, high rate (25 sps) data may be provided by special request for certain flight segments.
Please note that flux calculations derived from high-rate scalar measurements can be affected by measurement uncertainties associated with flow distortion around the aircraft. Investigators are encouraged to contact RAF to discuss any planned application of this technology. (See Ref. 3.)
Usually accompanying WB-57F field projects is a quick-look, post-flight, data-processing system. This computer system is used primarily for quality assurance but is also available for limited data processing.
User Interface

Considerable freedom is permitted in mounting user-supplied instrumentation on the aircraft. Procedures and limitations will be available in a forthcoming detailed Bulletin from RAF. RAF will supervise the installation of all user-supplied instrumentation to ensure compatibility with existing RAF instrumentation and the data system, and to satisfy aircraft safety requirements. The user-supplied equipment must be designed to satisfy the requirements of Research Aviation Facility Bulletin No. 13.

RAF can advise and, in some instances, assist users in the aeronautical, chemical, and electrical engineering design and fabrication of special equipment. Guidance in sampling and measurements can also be provided. RAF can help project scientists with experimental design and planning, including flight planning.
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Investigators interested in discussing any use of the NCAR/NSF WB-57F aircraft or its instrumentation, including questions on scheduling, may contact the Coordinator for WB57F Projects at (303) 497-1038, FAX (303) 497-1092, or via email: wb57f@raf.atd.ucar.edu. Questions concerning flight operations should be addressed to the Head of WB-57F Flight Operations at (303) 497-1080.
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